A class of total variation diminishing (TVD) schemes are developed for pseudo-monotone variational inequality arising in elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication point contact problem. Problem is solved in multi-level grid resolution by newly constructed line smoothers (relaxation in xdirection only) in different part of the computational domain. Main advantage here is that we do not require any defect-correction tool for solving higher order discretization (TVD schemes) without perturbing the robustness of the solution procedure (in the sense that it works well for large range of load parameters).
Introduction
Considerable research continues in the search of more efficient and accurate methods to solve problems arising in the numerical study of elastohydrodynamic lubrication. Moreover, obtaining the highly stable, accurate discretization and fast iterative solutions for solving EHL problem numerically is main objective in the present study. To ascertain the enhanced accuracy of adopted methods, one must analyze these methods, as 2D linear convection-diffusion equation. This equation provides ground to check the efficiency of any method with the exact solution. Total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme is generalized form of upwind based discredited scheme and initially such property is used for solving time dependent gas dynamics problems. The concept of TVD is first introduced by Harten in [Harten(1983) , Harten and Lax(1984) ] to ensure that unwanted oscillations are not generated by a numerical scheme. Harten also provided necessary and sufficient condition for a given scheme to be TVD. The total variation of a mesh function u n is defined as
Here we have followed general convention
for any mesh function u is used. Harten theory can be understood by considering conservation laws
The numerical approximation of Eq. (3) is said to be TVD if
The theorem provided by Harten for any scheme to be TVD is as follows. 
over one time step, where the coefficients C n i and D n i are arbitrary value ( which in particular may depend on values u n i in some way i.e., the method may be nonlinear). Then T V (u n+1 ) ≤ T V (u n ) provided the following conditions are satisfied 
Model Problem
The two dimensional circular point contact model problem is taken for numerical study defined below in the form of variational inequality
here P is non-dimensional pressure of liquid (lubricant). We consider above nonlinear variational inequality in a bounded, but large domain Ω. Since P is small on ∂Ω, it seems natural to impose the boundary condition
is define as follows = ρH 3 ηλ here ρ is dimensionless density of lubrication, η is dimensionless viscosity of lubrication. Where
The non-dimensionless viscosity η is defined according to
Dimensionless density ρ is given by ρ(P) = 0.59 × 10 9 + 1.34Pp H 0.59 × 10 9 + Pp H
The film thickness H is in dimensionless form written as follows
where H 00 is an integration constant. The dimensionless force balance equation is defined as follows P(x , y )dx dy = 3π 2 (13) 3 Preliminaries
Relaxation and its effect in stability
Above nonlinear variational inequality EHL model equation can be solve numerically by means of fixed point iteration theory. For a given initial pressure profile, iterative scheme will be stable if the effect of small change in pressure remain local during iteration procedure. For example, if we apply Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi iteration for solving the model equation at very high loaded case small change in pressure affect the film thickness profile globally i.e., change in film thickness not remain local after one sweep of iteration and hence leads to instability in iterative procedure. This effect can be remedied by introducing special iterative scheme which can be seen in more detail in venner [Venner(1991) ].
Definition 3.1. Distributive relaxation We say that a relaxation scheme is a distributive if relaxation is not depend only at one point (say (i, j) ) but it depends on its neighbouring cell points (for example points (i−1, j), (i+1, j) etc) too. In other words, when we apply Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel iteration for a givenP then new approximation evaluated at a point (i, j) is as follows:
where ω 1 is under relaxation coefficient. That is at one time only one change is calculated. On the other hand, for distributive relaxation simultaneous change is evaluated at the same time a class of distributive relaxation can be defined see in [Venner(1991) ]. For dipole change instead changing only P h i,j with σ h i,j two points are changed
where σ i,j is calculated in such a way that after allowing these changes the equation L P = F to be solved is satisfied at point (i, j) . For tripole change we have the following:
More general for two dimensional distributive change is in term of pressure
Advantage of taking such relaxation reduces accumulation in film thickness calculation and eventually leads to stable relaxation. Let us define deformation integral D f as follows:
We can approximate the above integral by assuming pressure as piecewise constant function on a uniform grid with mesh size h and value P i ,j in the region defined as
where the coefficients G hh i,i ,j,j is written as [Venner(1991) ]
and evaluated analytically. The integration yields nine different results for the cases that are define as
respectively. The nine equations can be combined into one expression
where
And film thickness in discretized form is written as follows
where HF h is right hand of the film thickness.
where G hh 0,0 = G hh i=i ,j=j and the residual r h J i,j for Jacobi relaxation is given by
For Gauss-Seidel relaxation residual r GS h i,j is given by
From Eq. (23) it can be seen that the change in the discrete sum σH h i,j , in the point (i , j ), due to a pressure change (σ h i,j at a point (i, j) is given by
It is clear by definition G hh is a discrete approximation to
It is important to notice the fact that the value of σH h i,j decreases with increasing |i − i | and |j − j |. However, apparently the decrease is not fast enough to control the accumulation of changes in film thickness due to change in pressure. The change of the film thickness at a point (i , j ) as a result of applying dipole distributive changes is given by
In this case accumulation change σH h i,j is proportional to derivative of G hh for G hh ≈ 1 r with respect to |x − x | and one may expect in this case decays faster with increasing |i − i | than G hh itself. We can achieve accumulation decay more faster by applying tripole distributive relaxation as describe earlier. For example tripole distributive change in pressure of Eq. (15) gives change in σH h i ,j at a point (i , j ) given as point (i, j) is given by
and for more general distributive relaxation Eq. (16) value of σ h i,j is calculated as follows
Note that σH h i ,j as a function of k = h|i − i | and l = h|j − j | decays more rapidly with increasing distance. This type of distribution should control the accumulation of changes and gives the stability to relaxation procedure.
A multi-scale computing of integral by Multilevel MultiIntegration (MLMI)
In this section we will briefly discuss multi-scale computing (More detail on this topic can be seen in [Brandt and Lubrecht(1989) ]) of the integral of the form
where the function P * (y) and the kernel G (x, y) are given (may be smooth or having a mild singularity near the point x = y). The domain Ω is discretized using a uniform grid with mesh size h in each dimension and it is written as
whereP * h is a piecewise polynomial of degree 2s − 1 andP * (y h i ) = P * h i . The coefficients G hh are calculated such that Eq. (30) holds. Superscript hh indicate for refinement in x and y direction in our case.
Smooth Kernels computing using MLMI
Suppose our Kernel G (x, y) is sufficiently smooth with respect to the variable y, then we can approximate G hh i,j by high order interpolation operator
where the high order interpolation operator is denoted by I h H , where
. Superscript h denote the finer grid and subscript H denote the coarser grid of refinement. Hence Eq. (30) finer grid integral evaluation can be done on coarser grid by following approximation
and where
Singular-Smooth or mild singular Kernels computation using MLMI
Suppose that our Kernel G has a mild singularity near a point x = y.
SinceG hh i,j is an interpolation of G hh i,j itself using coarse grid points, the operator ( Thus if the derivative of G becomes small, the correction term will become small and can be neglected. But for the case of i j singular smooth kernels mentioned above and thus we require the corrections in a neighborhood of i = j(||j −i|| ≤ m or i−m ≤ j ≤ i+m). Thus Eq. (36) can be simplified as follows
Multi-Grid Method for variational inequality arising in EHL Problem
In this section we are interested in solving multi-grid method for variational inequality arising in EHL problem. This idea we are going to apply in our existing EHL model with our TVD setting and more detail discussion can be found in [Brandt and Cryer(1983) ]. EHL problem can be viewed as a linear complementarity problem of the form
where L is a linear differential operator. The basic theory of multi-grid for nonlinear PDEs is quite similar as that for linear equations. Here we will discuss two-grid theory in brief. Let us consider equation of the form
where L is a nonlinear operator, P * is the solution and F is the right-hand side function. Let Q * denote a numerical approximation to the solution P * . Then the error is
and the residual is denoted as
Let we have an approximation, Q * h , on the original uniform fine grid, to a solution P * h satisfying the equation (40), where h and H denote the fine and coarse grid mesh size respectively. Now the residual equation on coarse grid is define as
where L H , R H , Q * H , and E H are operator, residual, solution approximation to Q * h and error approximation to E h on coarse grid respectively. Once E H is computed, Q * h can be corrected by
where I h H is known as the prolongation operator. The coarse-grid residual R H is calculated from the fine-grid residual R h as follows
where I H h is known as the restriction operator. The current approximation Q * H is calculated from the fine-grid approximation Q * h
Note thatĨ H h may not to be the same as I H h . The residual Eq. (43) can therefore be written as
The goal is to find the solution P * H = I H h Q * h + E H to the above system of equations. The coarse-grid error E H = P * H − I H h Q * h can then be interpolated to the fine grid and used to correct the fine-grid approximation
The FAS algorithm on two grids is as follows:
Restrict Q * h and R h on coarse grid.
3:
Solve the coarse-grid problem L(P * H ) = F H .
4:
Compute error on coarse grid as E H = P * H − Q * H .
5:
Correct the fine grid solution as Q * h ← Q * h + I h H E H . 6: end procedure algorithm 1: FAS Two Grid algorithm We can reduce various frequency errors in computed solution by moving on hierarchical grid back and fourth using coarse grid correction. In general, the recursive coarse grid correction for level l is calculated as follows:
Do ν 1 relaxation sweeps on level l. Do ν 1 relaxation sweeps on level l.
7:
Do γ coarse grid correction cycles on level l − 1.
8:
Correct the solution on level l using the results on level l − 1.
9:
Do ν 2 relaxation sweeps on level l.
10:
end if 11: end procedure algorithm 2: Multi Grid algorithm When γ = 1, the coarse grid correction cycle is referred to as the V(ν 1 , ν 2 ) cycle. In the case that γ = 2, it is called W(ν 1 , ν 2 ) cycle. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the V(ν 1 , ν 2 ) cycle and the W(ν 1 , ν 2 ) cycle in the situation of 4 grid levels.
• Fine-grid construction. A finer grid is constructed from a coarser one by subdivision of a coarse-grid cell in 4 smaller cells.
• Choice of the operators. The restriction operatorĨ H h is defined by (P *
For cell-centered discretization, the bilinear prolongation is, I h H in the usual stencil notation, given by In EHL point contact problem line wise relaxation cannot be used without modification for linear complementarity problems. Suppose that the error E h := P * h − Q * h is smooth after relaxation, where P * h = exact solution and Q * h = approximated solution. Then following complementarity problem satisfied for E h on finer level 
A smooth error E h can be approximated on a coarse grid without loosing any essential information. The LCP coarse grid equation for the coarse grid approximation of the error E H is therefore defined in PFAS by
Since the problem is nonlinear and we are solving inequalities, we solve for full approximation Q * H := E H + I H h Q * h but interpolate only Q * H back to fine grid. A relevant difference between multi-grid methods for equations and inequalities follows from the requirement that, in case of a converged solution on a fine grid Q * h ≡ Q * * h correction from the coarse grid equation should be zero. Then, we need
imply to Q * H =Ĩ H h Q * h (assuming operator I h H keeps nonzero quantities nonzero). If for a fine grid LCP with a converged solution we consider the coarse grid correction, it leads to the following condition on restriction operators,
For equation, since F 1,h − L h Q * h ≡ 0 in this situation, these requirements are satisfied for any reasonable choice of I H h andĨ H h . For LCPs, we choose for both restriction operators such a way that above constraint must satisfy. The bilinear interpolation prolongation operator I h H is applied only for unknowns on the inactive points, which resulted in the best convergence see in [Brandt and Cryer(1983) ].
4 TVD Implementation in Point Contact Model Problem
Discretization of Reynolds equation
Reynolds equations is discretized on a rectangle uniform grid over extended domain Ω := {(x, y) ∈ R|x a ≤ x ≤ x b , y a ≤ y ≤ y b }. Two Dimension steady state point contact Reynolds equation in non-dimensional form can be written as ∂ ∂x
with natural boundary condition P = 0 on the boundary ∂Ω. and Film thickness H are define as follows
Implementation detail of the scheme
Hybrid type of smoother presented here which is determine by the value of ( /h, /h) > 0.6. If the value min( /h, /h) > 0.6 then we have applied Line Gauss-Seidel smoother otherwise Jacobi Distributed smoother is incorporated. Here h = h x = h y due to uniform discretization of domain.
Line Gauss-Seidel Relaxation
EHL point contact problem is relaxed along line y constant to obtain the pressure solution. At each relaxation sweep a new approximationP i,j in each point i for a fix value of j is computed simultaneously from the previous approximationP i,j ,P i,j =P i,j + σ i and the change are incorporated immediately. The value of the change σ i can be obtained from
Here terms read as
In above equation for each i,
The magnitude of the kernel decreases so fast with distance that this summation may be approximated by its three first terms only.
Eqn. (55) can be written as
where R i,j,ψ and C i±.,ψ are residual and coefficients of matrix arising due to linearized form involving the limiter function. This leads to a band matrix which can be solved using Gaussian elimination.
Line-Distributed Jacobi Relaxation
In the line distributed Jacobi relaxation process, the changes to the pressure computed at one point of the line are shared to its neighbor cells. In other words, in a given point of a line new pressureP i,j is computed from the summation of the changes coming from neighboring points plus the old approximated pressureP i,j
In this case changes are incorporated only at the end of a complete relaxation sweep over the whole contact, they are calculated as follows:
and
respectively, where
In above equation discretization of convection term defined same as Line Gauss-Seidel relaxation case. Here film thickness H is define for each i as followH
where σG i,i,j,j = G i,i,j,j − (G i,i−1,j,j + G i,i+1,j,j + G i,i,j,j−1 + G i,i,j,j+1 ). Again using this setting we will get system of band matrix which we can solve using Gaussian elimination approach.
Remark. Line distributive Jacobi relaxation can be understood more precisely in the form of right pre-conditioner by considering the correction equations as follows
with an update σP
and, the residual R
h denotes the approximation after the i-th line iteration of the exact discrete solution P h . The line distributive Jacobi relaxation consists of two steps. In the first step, a new approximation σQ (i+1) h to the "ghost variable" σQ h = (σQ 1 h , ...., σQ n h ) T calculated. In the second step, a new approximation for P h is computed by
Force balance equation can be incorporated in our numerical calculation through the calculation of H 00 . The calculation of H 00 is done by relaxing of the force balance equation according to
where c is a relaxation parameter having range between 0.01 − 0.1.
Test case for numerical experiment of EHL problem
Various numerical tests have been carried out by taking Moes parameters M and L. Moes parameter L was fixed at 10 while the Moes parameter M was varied between 10 − 1000. For the these cases value of α = 1.7 × 10 −8 , hence, the maximum Hertizian pressure p H varied between 0.44 − 2.71 Gpa. Test problems solved using MLMI with (512 + 1) × (512 + 1) grid points on the finest grid and (16 + 1) × (16 + 1) grid points on the coarsest grid. A class of limiter can be used to solve the problem discussed in subsection 4.3-4.4. Film thickness profile in figures are represented in inverted form. 
Linear study for convection-diffusion problem
To ascertain the validity of adopted methods, one must analyze these methods using 2D convection-diffusion equation. Consider linear two dimensional convection-diffusion equation of the form
where 0 < << 1. The diffusion term is approximated by with finite volume over lying approach. For the convection terms (au) x we distinguish between different upwind approximations. The discretization of convective term for (au) x looks like
However, it is well known that this discretization scheme is only O(h) accurate. A first choice for obtaining second-order accurate schemes with a linear discretization is the class of κ-schemes, The discretization of (au) x with van Leer's κ-schemes [van Leer(1985) ] can be write (for a = const > 0) as
For a < 0 similar formula are found. Furthermore, if a = a(x, y) = const, above equation is easily modified by introducing a i+1/2,j and a i−1/2,j in standard FDM or FVM discretization. The resulting discretization obtained with κ-scheme is denoted by Varga(1962) ] and many iterative smoother on L 2 diverge. Total variation diminishing (TVD) concepts used here to prevent a solution from unwanted oscillation with help of appropriate limiters. Let us consider κ = −1, the second-order upwind scheme, which looks like (a > 0)
To satisfy TVD conditions the additional terms L α and L γ are multiplied by limiters which are function of the ratio of local differences of unknowns:
It is well-defined in which region in a r − Ψ(r)-diagram the limiting function Ψ(r) should lie, so that the resulting convection discretization is monotone and higher order accurate.
Local Mode Analysis
Let we have infinite grid G f h := {x = (k 1 h, k 2 h) : k 1 , k 2 ∈ Z} and on this infinite grid we define infinite grid function which is constructed by the linear span of the Fourier components ϕ(θ, x) = e ikθ = e i(k 1 θ 1 +k 2 θ 2 ) with cell points x ∈ G f h , k = (k 1 , k 2 ) and Fourier frequencies θ θ θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 ) ∈ R 2 . The basis functions e ikθ ∈ τ h are orthogonal with respect to the inner product
The Fourier space τ h can be divided into four-dimensional subspaces, the harmonics Oosterlee, Gaspar, Washio, and Wienands]:
The discrete solution u h and the current approximation u m h can be represented as linear combinations of the basis functions e ikθ θ θ ∈ τ h . Multi-grid method perform efficiently if we have effective relaxation scheme which smooths the error on each grid. Therefore local mode analysis play key role in search of smoothing operators. Let we have discretized PDE of the form:
Let relaxation method defined via operator splitting as
whereũ h andū h are the old approximation and new approximation to the solution u h . Subtracting above equation from the discrete equation L h u h = f h shows that the old and new errorsẽ = u h −ũ h andē = u h −ū h satisfȳ e h = S hẽh ,
h and S h to the Fourier modes ϕ(θ, x), we have the following: Lemma 7.1. For any relaxation scheme of the form given above equation, all Fourier modes ϕ(θ, x) for whichL + h (θ) = 0 are eigenfunctions of the smoothing operator S h , with
where the symbol of the smoothing operator, given byS h (θ) :
is called the amplification factor. 
Gauss-Seidel Line Relaxation
Letũ h i,j current approximation to the solution for given j line we are solving equations. For given j a new approximationū h i,j for all i of that line according toū
for 1 ≤ i ≤ (n x − 1) and j given. Notice that characteristic for Gauss-Seidel relaxation the new solution computed for line j − 1 is already used when computing the new line.
where α = h y /h x = 4.0 smoothing factor for the case of convection-diffusion problem is 
Two-Grid Analysis
Two grid Fourier analysis is equally important as it should damp low frequency error in coarse grid. Operator on coarse grid can be define as
where I 2h h is restriction operators, I h 2h is the prolongation operator, I h is the identity operator on grid G f h , and we have assumed that the coarsegrid operator L 2h is invertible. A two-grid cycle consisting of ν 1 and ν 2 relaxation sweeps on the fine grid before and after the coarse-grid correction, respectively, can be represented by the two-grid operator
Error e m is transformed by two-grid cycle as
The spectral radius ρ(M 2h h ) of the linear two-grid operator M 2h h is an indication of the asymptotic speed of the multi-grid convergence. The coarse grid correction operator C 2h h leaves the (four-dimensional) space of harmonics h θ with an arbitrary θ θ θ ∈Θ 00 = Θ 00 − {θ θ θ : L 2h (2θ 00 ) = 0} invariant, C 2h
h : τ h θ −→ τ h θ see [Stuben and Trottenberg(1981) ]. This is a consequence of the following relations of the transfer and coarser grids operators:
The same invariance property is true for each of the above line smoothers:
h is orthogonally equivalent to block matrix consisting of 4 × 4 blocks which will be denoted byM 2h [Stuben and Trottenberg(1981) ]. Spectral radius ρ(M 2h h ) can be determine by calculating the spectral radii of 4 × 4 matrices:
For obtaining the representation of the 4 × 4 blocksM 2h
hL h )S ν 1 the Fourier symbols of the multi-grid operators for each harmonic in τ h θ is calculated as follows:
These symbols are evaluated, as is done in [Stuben and Trottenberg(1981)] for the transfer operators,
µxµy e iθ * * (2) µxµy e iθ 00
x µx e iθ 00 y µy
Smoothing analysis can be regarded as a simplified two-grid analysis, where we replace the actual coarse grid operator C 2h h by an ideal operator Q 2h h , which annihilates the low frequency error components and leaves the high frequency components unchanged [Stuben and Trottenberg(1981) ]. it is a projection operator onto the space of high frequencies. Q 2h h can be represented as a block matrix consisting of 4 × 4 diagonal blockQ 2h h (θ) looks for all θ ∈Θ 00 likeQ 
Convergence analysis
Criterion on convergence for EHL multi-grid methods with transforming smoother are given in brief in this section (see [Hackbusch(2003) ] for more detail). The following theorem providing sufficient conditions for the convergence of the two-grid method T 2 is due to Hackbusch.
Theorem 7.2. Let S l satisfy the smoothing property for K l , i.e. there exist η(ν) and ν (h) so that
and let K l , fulfill the approximation property: ∃ C A → 0, independent of h so that
then there exist h and ν ∈ N:
holds for ν with ν (h l ) ≥ ν ≥ ν(h l ) and h 2 ≤ h and the two-grid method T 2,l from (*) converges monotonically, independently of h.
Proof. It follows straight way by taking T 2,l (ν, 0) = (K
Transforming or Distributive smoother
Let a linear system of equation
with a regular n × n-matrix K and b, x ∈ R n be given. Usually, a linear iterative method for above equation is constructed by splitting K into
where M is regular, easily invertible and N is some rest matrix [Varga(1962) ]. Then one step of corresponding iterative matrix is given by 
Thus, if K is nonsingular with K −1 ≥ 0, the iterative method of eqn. (76) converges for any initial vector x (0) .
Proof. For the detail of this proof see Varga [Varga(1962) ].
Sometime there is no straightforward classical splitting of eqn. (75) is possible. If K l from eqn. (75) is regular, but indefinite, the construction of appropriate smoothers is not obvious. To split K l in the sense of Varga [Venner(1991) ], we construct a non-singular matricesK l andK l called r− or l− transformation respectively, so that a splitting of
is reasonable. AsK l andK l are nonsingular, above equation gives rise to a splitting of K l
The corresponding iteration in equation (80), called transforming iteration.
Let an arbitrary starting guess u (0) i be given. Then the i + 1 st iterate is calculated from the i th one via
IfK l = I, we call it r−transforming iteration.
Numerical Results
In this article, four load cases (a)M = 20, L = 10, (b)M = 50, L = 10, (c) M = 100, L = 10, are solved using the TVD scheme. Hertizian pressure profile is taken as initial guess for each case. The fully converged pressure as well as film thickness profiles and their contour plots are provided in Fig. 5-Fig.11 . As a sequence of grids is used in the FMG algorithm, one can easily check whether the solution has converged below the level of the discretization error by comparing converged solutions on different grids. If the converged solution on grid k is denoted byū k , then L 1 norm error can be defined as
where H denotes the mesh size on grid k − 1, d is the dimension of the problem. The order of discretization is calculated by monitoring the ratio between the L 1 norm error aen(k, k − 1) and aen(k − 1, k − 2).
here p is the order of discretization. We have taken following parameters value for our case study case ( (k,k-1) aen CPU-time (2, 1) 7.35342 × 10 −3 3.30648e − 01 (3, 2) 3.72204 × 10 −3 2.67999e + 00 (4, 3) 2.04442 × 10 −3 7.14052e + 00 (5, 4) 1.14221 × 10 −3 1.78218e + 01 (6, 5) 7.45774 × 10 −4 5.01734e + 01 (7, 6) 3.77408 × 10 −4 1.65335e + 02 Table 4 : Error between k and k-1 level for M = 50, L = 10.
Conclusion
We have presented hybrid type of line smoother for solving EHL model problems. The smoothers (Gauss-Seidel as well as Distributive Jacobi line) are based on a splitting into a positive part in the left-hand side and a remaining part in the right-hand side. Two types of line smoothers have been incorporated for discretization of Reynolds equation for different parts of discretized domain by fulfilling the variational inequality conditions. For robustness of the scheme can be justified by performing sets of linear study in steps by first analyzing easier case (constant diffusive coefficient) to harder (varying diffusive coefficient) case in discretization domain with and without inclusion of film thickness H in convection term. For linear κ− discretization we have performed Fourier analysis for a linear model equation in order to study the multi-grid convergence behavior theoretically. This line smoothers shows very promising multi-grid convergence with linear κ− discretization, not only linear model problem, but also for the EHL model problems.
• An advantage of this discretization technique is very promising as compared to the use of higher-order discretization throughout without loosing stability in relaxation and without use of double discretization scheme or like defect-correction technique multi-grid implementation.
• Limiters used in the present study of advection operator appears to be a satisfactory method, not solely for problem with sharp gradient but also for smoother problems.
• A significant benefit of the scheme is that we do not require any search for a tuning parameter and method works well for large range of load parameters.
• Multi-grid methods can easily be adopted to handle complementarity problems arising from free boundary problems.
